
PROTECT YOURSELF  -   TIPS TO AVOID ONLINE IDENTITY THEFT 

There are some simple common sense things we can all pay attention to in order to stay ahead of 
online fraudsters.  Identity theft is now accomplished without going through our garbage. High tech 
criminals are data mining and they want our personal information—our full names, addresses, 
birthdates along with anything else they can use to open up bank accounts and get credit cards in our 
names.  

1. Scams to get your Info  
We’ve all seen the email saying you've won a large prize of some kind or that you have an 
account that needs updating—and then they ask for your personal data. Never send financial 
information, passwords, or private information via e-mail—it is not a secure network, and 
reputable businesses do not ask for you to provide this type of data via e-mail.  

2. Passwords 
Avoid using the same password for all accounts. The cyber-hacker is hoping for one password 
for all your accounts – like a master-key. Create unique passwords for each account that 
contain both letters and numbers.  

3. Protect your computer 
Use anti-virus, anti-spyware and anti-malware software to prevent inadvertently installing 
viruses or sneaky info-seeking malware on your computer. Remember to avoid opening email 
attachments or downloading software from people or companies that you don't know—they 
could be virus-containing Trojan horses.  

4. Encrypt your Wireless Network 
Be sure to encrypt your wireless connection. An unprotected wireless network can give cyber-
thieves access to your surfing patterns. From there they can build a profile and eventually steal 
your identity. Professional cyber-crooks can then determine your passwords, or capture your 
actual keystrokes.  

5. “Spoof” sites 
Sophisticated thieves are setting up 'look-a-like' sites that have enough of the look of the real 
site as to trick you into believing it is safe to provide personal information. Check for typos and 
abnormal web addresses. Be careful before you give enter your password that you are certain 
you are on the actual website you intended.  

6. Protect your Social media 
Cyber-thieves can get an on-line loan with just your full name, address and birthdate, Do not 
share too much personal data. Avoid accepting friend invitations from people you don't know. 
You may be granting them access to your personal information which they can exploit. 

KCCU values the safety and security of its members and their personal information. We urge all 
members to read as much as you can and heed all of these recommended precautions to ensure you 
never become the victim of identity theft. 

 

 


